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Changing our understanding of how checkpoint inhibition:  
reversing T cell “exhaustion” is not the whole story
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• Assumed that PD-L1/PD-1 blockade re-
invigorates “exhausted” T cells in tumors

• Drug discovery & development has been 
driven by this view

• It is likely incorrect: blockade may act to 
expand T cell responses



Evidence that checkpoint blockade acts to expand or 
activate T cells
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Exhaustion is epigenetically locked by TOX and may be irreversible 
• Wherry lab, Schietinger lab, Zhen lab, Wu Lab, Rao lab

Anti-PD-L1/PD-1 expands T stem cell memory cells in infection & 
tumors, little actual evidence for exhaustion reversal

• Ahmed lab
• Tscm are PD1+/TIGIT+,  but TIM3-/Lag3-

CD28 signaling via B7.1 is required for anti-PD-L1 efficacy
• Ahmed lab, Mellman lab

PD-L1 on dendritic cells is key to regulating T cell function by PD-1 in 
anti-tumor immunity

• Mellman lab, Tang lab

PD-1 therapy elicits recruitment of new TILs, not expansion of pre-
existing exhausted TILs

• Howard Chang et al; Wu/Grogan, et al
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Establishing the origin of expanded TILs 
during PD-(L)1 therapy:

TCR clonotypes in tumor, normal adjacent tissue, and blood

Thomas Wu
Patricia de Alemeida
Romain Banchereau

Non-small cell lung cancer

Wu et al, Nature, 2020



Details can be revealed by studying single T cells
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10X Genomics Gel 
Bead technology

scTCR-seqscRNA-seq

Group cells by 
clonotype

Analyze cells by 
transcript profiles

Applied to 
tumor, 

Normal Adjacent Tissue 
(NAT), blood 

from 14 patients 
before treatment

141,623 T cells
with

56,974 distinct 
clonotypes



Extensive sharing of clones in tumor and NAT

Observation: Expanded T cells in tumor and NAT 
often had sibling clones in the other compartment 
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Patterns of dual expansion differed across patients

Hypothesis: Could parallel 
dual expansion be coming 

from a common source, such 
as peripheral blood?

Approximately equal clone 
sizes in tumor and NAT:
Parallel dual expansion 



Support from our four patients with peripheral blood 
samples

clone size in blood by the 
size of the dot



Integrating scRNA-seq and scTCR-seq data shows different expansion 
behaviors by T cell subset

scRNA-seq data scTCR-seq data

CD8 T cells:
Dual expansion

CD4 T cells:
Singletons

T regs:
Tumor expansion



Distribution of Clonal Freq Across Cell Types and Sample Sources
Expanded clones were detected mostly in Teff, Tem and Trm clusters

Coloring of Cells by Clonal Frequency, Separated by Sample Sources

Blood NAT Tumor



scRNA-seq data yielded several clusters:
Distribution of Exhaustion, Act and Cytolytic Signature Score

Coloring of Cells by Clusters Exhaustion Scores

Cytolytic Scores

CD8



Genes encoding T cell effector genes positively correlated with T cell 
Clonal Expansion

CD8 Cell trafficking & 
Adhesion

Cytokines &
Effector molecules

Transcription factors Survival SignalsExhaustion  markers

David DeTomaso, Grace Zheng



T-effector cells (8.1) account for most infiltration from peripheral 
blood into tumor

clone size in blood by the 
size of the dot



Clone sizes correlate between pre-treatment blood and post-
treatment tumor

Suggests that peripheral blood may be the source of at least some of the novel clones

Chang, Nat Med, 2019



Could patient variability in peripheral or dual expansion 
explain clinical response to IO?

Clinical trials of atezolizumab (anti-PDL1) with bulk RNA-seq from pre-treatment tumor (but 
unfortunately no TCR measurements in tumor or blood)

• IMvigor210: A single-arm trial studying locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma.  354 patients with bulk RNA-
seq samples.

• POPLAR: A dual-arm trial of non-small-cell lung carcinoma comparing 93 patients with bulk RNA-seq treated with 
atezolizumab and 100 patients with docetaxel chemotherapy

• IMmotion150: A triple-arm trial of renal cell carcinoma treated with atezolizumab (86 patients), atezolizumab plus the 
VEGF inhibitor bevacizumab (88 patients), or the tyrosine kinase inhibitor sunitinib (89 patients)

Developed a gene signature of clonal expansion in tumors

Wu et al, Nature, 2020



Gene set analysis shows expansion signatures associate 
with clinical response

Greater clinical response with above-median expression of genes in expansion signatures



Dual-variate analysis of survival using both CD8A and 
expansion signature scores

Example of dual-variate analysis: IMmotion150, Atezo+Bev arm

Discordant patients
are informative



Conclusion
• Clonally expanded T cell population found in abundance in both tumor and adjacent 

normal tissue (NAT)

• A large fraction of T cells shared T cell receptors (TCRs) present in both tumor and NAT  
that these T cells had an effector phenotype - mostly Teff, Tem, Trm clusters

• We identify the source of these T cells in the peripheral blood. 
• the fraction of expanded clones in blood is a proxy for the extent of expansion 

within the tumor, with up to 87% of those TCRs captured in blood 
• that the extent of peripheral clonal expansion explains many other phenomena, 

including the appearance of novel T cell clones in tumors after immunotherapy 
(reported by Yost in 2019) and the presence of virally reactive T cells (reported by 
Simoni et al. in 2018 and Scheper et al. in 2019) 

• These expanded T cell clones predicted response to cancer immunotherapy 



A model for clonal expansion of T cells in tumors

• A local, blood-independent expansion 
that leads to exhausted T cells

• A peripheral, blood-associated 
expansion that supplies fresh, non-
exhausted T cells

• This model causes us to reconsider 
whether cancer immunotherapy acts by 
“reversing” exhaustion



A model for clonal expansion of T cells in tumors

Beyond the tumor: What are the peripheral 
and tissue-specific mechanisms that promote 

endogenous as well as exogenous TCR- and 
CAR-T responses
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